
Easing the Bumps 
 An Instructor's Role in Facilitating Student Success 
in Transitioning to University 



Trent is committed to students…. 

´  Trent is (and rightly so) proud of its reputation of being student focused 

´  Trent’s size still gives it a natural advantage 

´  Except that the transition from high school can be a big adjustment and we’re 
not that small anymore 



Brainstorming 

´  What are the three biggest challenges to student success? 

  



First Year is particularly bewildering…. 

´  Case in point: Chem 1000H/1010H 

´  500 students 

´  Two lecture halls 

´  Biweekly rotating labs and tutorials 

´  Clickers – register in Blackboard 

´  Online Assignments – register in Mastering 
Chemistry 

´  Laboratory Quizzes – complete in Blackboard 

´  Exams – multiple locations, multiple versions … 



Getting snowed under … 

´  Easy to provide increasing numbers 
of resources 

´  Post things in Blackboard 

´  Students get buried under an 
avalanche of pdf’s or links or videos 

´  Information curation is essential 



We are here to help … 

´  An instructor’s willingness to become involved is essential for 
supporting a student with actual needs 

´  Challenges:  

 1) Sorting out real issues from learning opportunities 

 2) The rest of my job 

 

 



Brainstorming 

´  What can we do to help ? 

´  In a first year class? 

´  What are barriers to helping? 

  



Technology can be a part of the 
equation … 

´  Technology can be powerful for engaging students in class and can 
facilitate access to resources 

´  Engagement tools 

´  Clikers – shrink the size of a class, help flip the largest class  

´  Forgiveness tools 

´  Panopto – not there (physically or mentally), making poor choices, there is an 
app for that. 

´  Isolation tools 

´  Online assignments – capable, essential, isolating 



Brainstorming 

´  Technology: a double edged sword 

  



Flexibility with conviction … 

´  Iron clad rules cause problems 

´  Real life does creep in and there has to 
be a way to recognize that 

´  Think about the last time you 
apologized for being late 

´  Shifting sands provoke students to lose 
confidence 

´  You are the leader of a community 

´  Students want that leadership 



It is an unending job … 

´  Email (and twitter and voicemail) have ruined office hours 

´  it used to be when a student could access their professor 

´  Now they are for highly specific sorts of support 

´  What do we do to deal with never being out of reach? 

´  Response times 

´  Encourage peer teaching/peer support 

´  Enjoy it 



What are your favorite tools for 
enagement? 

´  There is no single solution and not every person is skilled in every tool 


